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The Internet is in many cases our primary source for communication. As more 

communicative options online are introduced and become a part of our life, the 

language of the Internet, so called Netspeak, becomes a part of our language. 

The aim of this paper was to find out whether there is a difference in the use of 

Netspeak between teenagers and adults. The investigation was based on two 

message boards, one where the majority is teenagers and one where the majority 

is adults. Four different features of Netspeak were studied: exaggerated use of 

punctuation; exaggerated use of capital letters; abbreviations; and emoticons. 

All features are substitutes for paralanguage. 

      The results show that teenagers are more likely to use features such as 

exaggerated use of punctuation and capitals, and abbreviations. Adults are, 

however, more likely to use emoticons than teenagers. 

Netspeak, computer-mediated communication, paralanguage, punctuation, 

capital letters, abbreviations, emoticons
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The use of the Internet has increased radically over the past years. Computers connected to 

the Internet are no longer restricted to people in certain businesses. Instead, most homes have 

at least one, sometimes several computers with Internet connection. The Internet is available

to everybody; it is not restricted to certain genders, age-groups or businesses. 

      Our everyday language is always affected by what is going on around us and in the world. 

The Internet is no exception. In fact, the Internet is in many cases an important source for 

communication: we communicate with colleagues, keep in touch with our friends and read the 

news. 

      The language on the Internet is sometimes referred to as Netspeak, or Chatspeak, since it 

differs from spoken language as well as other forms of written language. Moreover, new ways 

of communicating are introduced: Instant Messaging, chat-rooms, message boards, 

communities, blogs etc. As such communicative options become a natural part of our 

everyday life, Netspeak eventually becomes a part of our language. Internet language is 

constantly developing due to all the new ways of communicating. 

      The aim of this paper is to investigate how this is reflected on the Internet. Does the 

Netspeak of younger people differ much from that of older Internet users? Where are the 

biggest differences to be found? How is the lack of paralanguage represented in the different 

age-groups? One interesting aspect is the use of emoticons. Do young people use emoticons 

more often or is the usage evenly spread among age-groups? The study covers two message 

boards, one where the majority of the users are teenagers and one where the majority is adults. 

Posts on the boards will be analysed in terms of differences in exaggerated use of punctuation 

and capital letters, abbreviations and emoticons.

This section introduces the basics of Netspeak and explains important features such as 

emoticons and a characterized vocabulary. There is also a discussion of whether Netspeak 

should be considered a written or a spoken variety of a language. 

as defined by Trudgill (2006:81), are ”[l]inguistic varieties that are linked […] to 

particular occupations or topics”. In other words, we vary our language according to the social 

context. Different registers are very often characterized by differences in vocabulary. Trudgill 

1. Introduction and aims

2. Background

2.1 Switching between registers in Netspeak

Registers, 
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(2006:81) explains that a doctor and someone who is not a doctor would not always use the 

same term for a particular object. For example, a non-doctor would use the word , 

while the doctor would most likely refer to the same thing as a  This switching 

between registers constantly occurs in everyday communication and is essential to ensure 

effective communication.

      The Internet constitutes a separate register. The vocabulary is specified and might be 

confusing for someone who is a beginner or is not yet so familiar with the Internet and all its 

possibilities. The Internet-based register, so called Netspeak or Chatspeak, is sometimes 

considered to be a language of its own. Netspeak has a typical vocabulary that characterizes it 

and makes it different from other languages (Crystal 2006:20). An example of the typical 

vocabulary is the use of abbreviations. Crystal (2006:91) mentions the following terms among 

many others:

Brb = Be Right Back

Btw = By The Way

Gr8 = Great

Imo = In My Opinion

Irl = In Real Life

Ttyl = Talk To You Later

Tyvm = Thank You Very Much

      Another major feature of Netspeak is the so called , short for emotional icon. 

Smiljana Antonijevic (2008:1) explains that emoticons are “visual representations of facial 

expressions used in computer-mediated-communication (CMC) to indicate the mood and/or 

emotion of a user”. Emoticons are used as unspoken signs in communication, in lieu of face-

to-face interaction where a colourful image replaces the human face. Antonijevic (2008:17)

later suggests that emoticons should not be used as substitutes for face-to-face 

communication, since anyone can hide behind these images and choose what emotion to 

show. Instead, they should be considered as more playful parts of online communication, a 

way to enrich the written conversation. 

      One important term in online communication is synchronity. Synchronity can be divided 

into two categories, depending on if the conversation is set in real time or postponed time. If it 

is set in real time, i.e. the conversation requires an immediate reply, the conversation is 

synchronous. An example of this is Instant Messaging. If the conversation is set in postponed 

collarbone

clavicle.

emoticon
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time and the information is stored for later access, as is the case with for example blogs and 

newsgroups, the conversation is asynchronous. Online communication can also be divided 

into categories depending on if the message is aimed at one person or at many, i.e. one-to-one 

or one-to-many (Baron 2008:14). 

An interesting aspect of Netspeak is whether it should be considered a written or a spoken 

language. David Crystal (2006:27) discusses whether it is possible to “write speech” when 

there are limitations such as the absence of some features that are important to actual speech, 

for example face-to-face interaction. Such features cannot be conveyed with a keyboard only. 

Crystal also cites authors Davis and Brewer who observe that “electronic discourse is writing 

that very often reads as if it were being spoken – that is, as if the sender were writing talking” 

(Crystal 2006: 27). Naomi Baron (2008) dedicates a whole chapter in her book 

 to the question of whether the language used in 

Instant Messaging should be considered written or spoken. Her conclusion is that Netspeak 

should not be considered either spoken or written. The reason for this is that “the differences 

between speech and writing lie along a continuum rather than being absolutes” (Baron 

2008:46). David Crystal agrees with this by saying that Netspeak shares important features 

with both speech and writing (Crystal 2006:31). 

      Crystal (2006:32-33) mentions several factors that support the claim that Netspeak is not 

as close to speech as the name suggests. One of them is the lack of . In a face-to-face 

conversation the feedback comes immediately. In an online conversation, it takes a while 

before the sent message is received. It could take hours or days before the person the message 

was intended for reads and replies. 

      Netspeak is also much slower than face-to-face interaction due to non-human factors, for 

example slow computers or so-called , i.e. the time it takes for the sent message to reach 

the other computer (2006:32-34).

      A third difference between speech and Netspeak is so called . This is an 

essential factor in speech, but does not work in the same way when it comes to Netspeak. An 

example is so-called . Linguist Jenny Thomas defines this as “consecutive, 

contingently related utterances produced by two different speakers” (Thomas 1995:138). This 

means that after a question comes an answer, and after a complaint an apology is required 

(Crystal 2006:35-36). In Netspeak, turn-taking is sometimes affected by lag. The more people 

that are involved in the discussion, the more likely is it that turn-taking fails. An example: 

2.2 Is Netspeak a written or a spoken language?

feedback

lag

turn-taking

adjacency pairs

Always On: 

Language in an Online and Mobile World
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Person 1 sends a question to the participants of a chat group. Person 2 receives the message 

and replies. Person 3 receives the answer before the question due to lag. In such a case, the 

turn-taking has failed. Crystal explains that “turn-taking, as seen on a screen, is dictated by 

the software, and not by the participants” (2006:36). 

      A fourth feature that sets Netspeak apart from speech is the lack of so called 

: the way we say something (stress, intonation, tone of the voice etc.) is in

many cases more important than the actual words uttered. To make up for the absence of 

paralanguage, Internet users tend to exaggerate the use of capitals and punctuation (Crystal 

2006:37). Full stops emphasise pauses that are not noticed in written language to the same 

extent as in spoken language. Exclamation marks and question marks put emphasis on 

exclamations or questions that would be easily expressed in spoken language by the tone of 

the voice and intonation. Capital letters are used for the same reason: in a spoken 

conversation, we would change the tone of the voice, the intonation or the volume to convey 

what we are feeling. In written conversation, capital letters are added to convey emotions. 

Then there is also the discussion about emoticons. Crystal (2006:37) says that we cannot 

control many of our reactions in face-to-face speech. It is, however, possible to control our 

reactions in online communication: we add the emoticon that expresses the emotion we want 

to show, even if we feel the opposite in reality. In chat groups and virtual worlds emotions are 

also expressed by using “a graphic convention to distinguish the text from the rest of the 

conversation” (Crystal 2006:38). Crystal gives the following examples: 

<Hoppy giggles quietly to himself>

<Jake squeals insistently>

<Henry eyes Jane warily>

It is also possible to add an expression after a statement:

Too late, I have to go now *sigh*

Don’t worry, it’s OK! *nods* 1

Graphic conventions can be represented by asterisks, parenthesis, hyphens, or other symbols.

                                                  
1 My examples

paralanguage
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      Netspeak is not only different from speech, but it lacks some important features that 

characterize writing as well. First and foremost, written texts do not change, i.e. we expect the 

text to look the same as when we left it. This is not the case on the Internet. Texts constantly 

change: sections and paragraphs are added or deleted, or the graphics of the texts or web 

pages are changed. Moreover, traditional texts are permanent while e-mails get deleted, and 

Instant Messages are scrolled off-screen when new messages appear (Crystal 2006: 46-48). 

Netspeak is like traditional writing in the sense that for instance, it is “visually 

decontextualized” (Crystal 2006:49), which means that we can never get visual feedback. A 

difference can be found in the fact that texts on the Web are often accompanied with 

diagrams, photographs, maps etc. Writing is also “contrived, elaborate in its construction and 

repeatedly revisable” (Crystal 2006:48). This is the case with the Web, but not necessarily 

with chat groups, virtual worlds and Instant Messaging, since they require quick response 

from the participants. Last but not least, writing is graphically rich. The Web is graphically 

rich in the sense that there are many possibilities for complicated designs and layouts that are 

far more developed than in traditional writing. 

      Crystal’s conclusion is that Netspeak takes on different characteristics depending upon the 

type of text. While the Web is the closest we get to traditional writing, Instant Messaging is 

closest to speech. As a whole, however, Netspeak is closer to writing than to speech (Crystal 

2006:50-51). Baron (2008:69-70), who did research on Instant Messaging and speech, 

generally agrees with this statement. She says that although Netspeak is not speech, it shares 

many features with it, which would explain why Netspeak is often referred to as if it was 

being spoken. She also observes that Netspeak is in fact a mixture of writing and speech, but 

that it is not as close to speech as the general assumption seems to be (2008:69-70). 

       To summarize, Netspeak shares several features with both speech and writing, but there 

are also several differences that set Netspeak apart from both written and spoken language. 

Feedback, lag, turn-taking and paralanguage operate differently in Netspeak than in speech. 

Writing is visually decontextualized, permanent, repeatedly revisable and graphically rich, 

and the way these features operate in Netspeak differs from traditional writing. Therefore, 

Netspeak should not be considered merely a variety of either speech or writing, but a mixture 

of both.
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Netspeak is a relatively new research area, and not many studies have been done in the 

particular area of language use differences between age groups. Focus lies instead on how 

Netspeak enters our everyday language and how it affects young students’ writing in school.

      A recent survey by the Pew Internet and American Life Project (2008:21) has found that 

teenagers sometimes use online language in assignments that require a more formal language, 

although the teenagers themselves do not believe that technology affects their writing in 

school. The study shows that 73% of the participants in the survey think that writing on the 

Internet makes no difference whatsoever (Lenhart 2008:44). Amanda Lenhart, senior research 

specialist in the Pew Internet and American Life Project, says in an interview in USA Today 

that teenagers slipping Netspeak in assignments is not necessarily a bad thing. She says that it 

is an opportunity to teach the students how to separate formal and informal writing 

(http://www.usatoday.com). 

      Another aspect of Netspeak research is the study of how language use differs between 

genders. Considering that gender differences as well as equality between men and women are 

a contemporary area of research, it is natural that these areas overshadow that of age 

differences. Naomi Baron did a research on gender differences in Instant Messaging, and 

came to the conclusion that females were more likely to use emoticons than men. Females 

also had longer conversations (Baron 2008:67).

The present study covers two message boards, and is partially qualitative and partially 

quantitative. The investigation is asynchronous, i.e. it is set in postponed time, and one-to-

many, i.e. the posts are aimed at several people and are possible for every user to read. The 

aim is to find out if there are differences in the way teenagers and adults use language in

online communication. The comparison will be carried out by analyzing posts on two 

message boards, one where the majority of the users are teenagers and one where the majority 

is adults. 

      The first message board, the one for teenagers, is a message board called 

(INO). It is a message board where fans of American rock band My Chemical Romance 

gather to discuss the band. There are also sections for non band-related discussions. INO was 

chosen as the message board for teenagers mainly because the majority of the My Chemical 

Romance fans are teenagers. There is also a section on the board for users that are 20 years of 

age or older, which makes it easier to exclude posts by those members. The users on INO also 

2.3 Previous research

3. Methods and material

I’m Not Okay
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have the option to give their age in the profile next to their post, which is a rather unusual 

option on message boards.

       The other message board, the one for adults, is Paul McCartney’s official forum, referred 

to as MACCA. Most of the discussions relate to McCartney and his music, but there are also 

sections where the discussions are not related to music. MACCA was chosen as the message 

board that would represent adults because McCartney has a huge fan base of people that have 

followed him since his time in The Beatles. He has since had a successful solo career and has 

many loyal fans. The conclusion is therefore that even though McCartney is likely to have 

teenage fans as well, the majority of his fans are adults. In this study, adults are defined as 

people who are 20 years of age or older.

      The rules on the two message boards differ. For instance, the use of Netspeak is not 

encouraged on INO. It is, however, used anyway to a great extent. The fact that emoticons are 

an important feature of Netspeak is ignored on the message board. Warnings are only issued 

in cases of Netspeak which makes posts difficult to understand. No such rules exist on the 

MACCA message board. 

The data collected from the two message boards was searched for examples of four features 

which characterize Netspeak: exaggerated use of punctuation (see 4.1); exaggerated use of 

capital letters (see 4.2); abbreviations (see 4.3); and emoticons (see 4.4). Approximately the 

same number of posts was searched on both message boards for each feature. The frequency 

of the occurrence of each feature per number of posts examined was calculated for both 

message boards and subsequently compared

A disadvantage with the material is that it is not possible to know for certain the age of the 

users. The advantage with INO is that there is an option that lets other users see the age of the 

members directly in their posts. The given age does in most cases seem accurate, but this is 

naturally not possible to prove. Moreover, several users state their age as something not very 

likely, for example 87 or 99. Some do not say their age at all. This problem was solved by 

only using posts where it is rather certain that the user is giving his or her real age, for 

instance if the content of the post is more likely to have been written by an adult. There is also 

a section on the message board that is only open for users that are older than 20 years. Posts 

by users that have access to that section were excluded. 

3.1 Data collection

.

3.2 Delimitations
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      McCartney’s message board does not have the option of giving the age. This message 

board was chosen because, although there are many young fans of McCartney and The 

Beatles, it is not likely that so many of them dwell on these kinds of message boards. 

However, posts where the age is debatable were excluded from the study, for example posts 

where the user writes something that is representative for teenagers. 

      Moreover, this study does not mirror the use of Netspeak of all teenagers and older users 

of the Internet. It could, however, help to get a picture of language habits of Internet users, 

and be a start for further studies.

The analysis is divided into different categories: exaggerated use of punctuation; exaggerated 

use of capital letters; abbreviations; and emoticons. Approximately the same number of posts 

has been examined for each message board in the different categories. Very long quotations 

have been shortened so that only the relevant part is in the example. Many features occur in 

combination in the examples. There are for example several posts with emoticons that are not 

included in the emoticons category. The percentage units have been rounded to one decimal 

digit.

Approximately 600 posts on each message board were analysed to find posts where the 

punctuation was exaggerated to convey an emotion. Graphic conventions are included in this 

section. The posts have been divided into three groups: graphic conventions; exaggerated use 

of exclamation marks, questions marks or full stops; and a group with posts that have both 

graphic conventions and exaggerated use of exclamation marks, question marks, and full 

stops. 

Eight posts out of 600, 1.3 %, on INO had only graphic conventions.

4. Analysis and results 

4.1 Exaggerated use of punctuation

4.1.1 Graphic conventions on INO

1. *forms mental image of Gee accepting award*
Awwwwwww <3

2. I can't wait for 5 months from now "Gerard hasn't SAID she's pregnant! She's 
just gained a LOT of weight, just around her stomach, in a few months! And it's 
round not pudgy! BUT SHE ISN'T PREGNANT!"... "THAT'S NOT THEIR CHILD! GERARD NEVER 
WROTE IT ON THEIR WEBSITE!"
*shakes head*
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Exaggerated use of exclamation marks, full stops or question marks was found in seven posts, 

that is, in 1.2 % of the posts.

3. this is what i was worried about.
the guys are doing a great thing and trying to get closer to the fans,
but some just don't appreciate it.
i was worried this would happen or haters would bombard them,
and they'll just give up.
*sigh*

4. Also becasue Twitter didn't allow me enough characters to express my thoughts 
fully *grr*

5. OMFG *HYPERVENALATES*

6. what do these people expect?? of course, bobs not going to reply if people are 
rude or abusive *shakes head*

7. now I can't finish the game. *sigh*

8. I've done it! *dances*

9. WAHOOOOO!!!!
yay! i is excited!!! in case you can't tell.
it's good to have them back...somewhat...again!
=D

10. I played the game for ages..
I got stucked up to this bloody airplane game.. and I can't win it..
damn it! it's the freaking spacebar!!!!!!

11. how's the Blood animation?!
care to describe it?!.. or any screencraps?!

12. yea u click on the mask thing
i spent my entire thanksgiving vacation beating that thing!!!!!
the plane part to me forever but i did it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

13. I know when you are in the plane you have to click the lady and ive done that 
loads of times and i get to the bp skeleton marching but my friend was in the plane 
for like 10 mins shooting but she never got to the city =/......................

14. Yea I know..I played for the first time a couple weeks ago...I was 
like...okay..0.0
and I clicked on the chick b4 and all I did is like die instantly LOL....I hate the 
plane tho it takes forever..and my computer sucks so I die ALOT..still fun ^ _^

15. gah..imma continue trying to play tomorrow cuz my grandma's sleeping in the 
same room as the comp and i keep screaming in fustration or banging the 
computer....this is so hard!! my computer is so slow so when i try to aim, it 
takes, like, 2 seconds to get to my target!!!!!!!!!!!! 
AAAAAAAARRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGGG!!!!!
i think my hair is falling out!!!!

4.1.2 Punctuation marks on INO
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Seven posts were found that had a combination of graphic conventions and exaggerated use of 

full stops, exclamation marks and/or question marks. The frequency of the combined 

occurrences is 1.2 %. 

Only one post, 0.2 %, that had a graphic convention could be found on MACCA. 

Exaggerated use of full stops, exclamation marks and/or question marks appeared in five 

posts, that is, in 0.8 %. 

22 cases of exaggerated use of punctuation were found on INO, that is, in 3.7 % of the posts. 

Six cases were found on MACCA, which gives a frequency of occurrence of 1%. Evidently, it 

4.1.3 Graphic conventions in combination with punctuation marks on INO

4.1.4 Graphic conventions on MACCA

4.1.5 Punctuation marks on MACCA

16. Oh. My. God. *squeal* :DDDD <3

17. so fn excited!!!!!!!!!!!! (off to preorder)

18. . . . . . . . . *recalls how terrible most of the adapted comic book movies 
have been* Please.....just.....no.....

19. Yay we have a new little MSR/MSI member!!! And Lyn-z is still going to be in 
MSI!!! -giggles- I so happy.

20. *dies*
AHHHHH!
IM SO EXITED!!!
This is going to be the cutest little baby ever!

21. ^^Yeah, thats what i get....*Hits game*

22. FINISHED IT!!!
*screen capped it a billion times*

23. Is that a recent quote? If so, why are you surprised? They've got a new album 
coming out! Same old PR strategy! *shrug*

24. There's NO WAY that John's voice...nope, no way. 

25. anyway....only one word for this commercial: PERVERSE, end of discussion.

26. Which solo do you prefer?...If you haven't heard them back to back 
recently...check em out and vote! 
Personally, I like the album version better...it's got a grittier feeling.

27. I LOVE THE COW BELL!!! I gotta have more cow bell. I got a fever... Please 
help compile my list of Beatle songs with cow bell. I'm only doing this for reasons 
unbeknownst to me.

28. Oh yeah.....Swoooooon!! That's the look!!! Thank you Walrus!! 
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is not as common to use exaggerated punctuation on the MACCA message board. This does 

therefore seem to be something that is characteristic for the message board with teenagers.

Approximately 300 posts per message board were examined. On INO, eleven cases of 

exaggerated use of capitals were found. That is, 3.7 % of the posts contained exaggerated use 

of capitals. 

On MACCA, eight cases of exaggerated of capitals were found, i.e. three less than on INO. 

The frequency of occurrence is therefore 2.7 %. 

4.2 Exaggerated use of capitals

29. ! xD They're coming to London, Ontario!

30. Of course their clothing is color-coordinated. ?

31. Turns out my uncle got me 

32. . *dies* xD

33. 

34. I thought that maybe this should be here too. xD .

35. <33333

36. !!!!! I wish PATD would perform at my college =[

37. . back to nice , sunny, summer LA now? 

38. 

39. but ????? 

40. !!! From Bah and the 
Humbuggers!

41. ! 

42. ! We get to see our fave Brutha/InLaw tomorrow!

43. 'Night! And  again to you on that brilliant daughter of 
yours....and enjoy San Diego!

44. !!!  many threads...

little time!! 

45. ... ...think no one can see what you two are up to over here huh??.

"Massage" my a$$ .... !!! 

46. 

HOLY FUCKI NG SHI T

FUCK,  WHY ARE THEY SO ADORABLE

FRONT ROW TI CKETS TO Q102 JI NGLE BALL I N J ERSEY.  THEN 
TH CANCELLED

AND,  BI LL CAME OUT TO SI NG

THREE MORE WEEKS OMGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

OMG I  LOVE THE SONGSSSSSS

I  GOT MY LI VE I N CHI CAGO DVD

GAH!  YOU' RE SO LUCKY

I  AM SI CK OF WI NTER

SHI T MI RA,  I ' M TRYI NG HARD HERE NOT TO WAKE UP MY MUM

OMFG EUROPE DOESN' T HAVE WALMART

A MERRY CHRI STMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU AND YOURS

CONGRATULATI ONS

YAY

CONGRATULATI ONS

WELL. . . . .  AND HAPPY WEDNESDAY TO ALL SOOOOO SOOOOOOOO

HEY

NO,  THAT I S NOT A REQUEST

WHAT THE HECK I S GOI NG ON. . . . THE THREAD AT BRI AN' S J UST 
DI SAPPEARED. . . . TOTALLY. . . VANI SHED. . . . POOF. . . . THI S I S NOT GOOD
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The exaggerated use of capitals seems to be similar on the two message boards. It does, as 

matter of fact, not seem to be very popular on either of the message boards. A notable 

difference is that among the adults, capitals are used mostly when it comes to exclamations 

such as  and . Among the teenagers, capitals were used to 

emphasise statements that are not necessarily exclamations.  

      

The analysis of abbreviations was mainly based on threads where there is no set topic, so 

called WAYT-threads (What Are You Thinking).  The threads on the two boards are similar 

and approximately the same amount of posts (900) was looked at. On INO, abbreviations 

appeared 16 times, that is in 1.8 % of the posts. The most common ones express some kind of 

feeling:  (Laughing My Ass Off),  (Laughing Out Loud), or surprise:  (Oh My 

God),  (What The Fuck). The complete list of abbreviations can be found in Appendix B.

      

47. !!!! And it says today's date is January 1st, 1970....and that there are 

three topics inside, but our thread is just gone... 

48. it's real then.... , laughing my ass off...

49. okay, his hair is so totally real. and , it has grown on me. i love it. i 
have no idea what compelled him to do that but i think he rocks it.xD

50. I don't mind being at Noodlez's grandparent's house. I love being with her and 
her cousin's. , I just do :/

51.  <333

52.  he makes me smile. he's such a kid.  ):

53.  I WANT ONE

54. O.O  traffic is insane

55. O YES . GIMME SOME OF THAT.  i yelled that out during the movie.

56. , i just a username that was "kent".  it was so funny.

57. im sick of all my friends i know .

58. , i just love him so much, jess. D:

59. Now  who else to write a card to now.

60. My friend's coming over in an hour and I'm not even ready. . I hope she 
likes Guitar Hero III.

61.  why am i such a freak, seriously. xD

62. ugh.  to do homework. D:

63. , first WAYT thread. *___*

I  KNOW

br b

t bh

i dk

i l y2 bb

o mg l mao

OMG

o mg

PLZ l mf ao l mf a o

l mf ao omg

i r l

o mf g

i dk

Lol

o mg

dnw

Omg

Merry Christmas Congratulations

lmao lol omg

wtf

4.3 Abbreviations
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Abbreviations are used on the MACCA message board as well, although they are not used as 

many times as on INO. Five posts, 0.6 %, contained abbreviations. The majority of the 

abbreviations express happiness or surprise, as was the case among teenagers as well. 

Abbreviations are evidently more common among the teenagers than among the adults. The 

types of abbreviations differed: the teenagers tended to use a variety of abbreviations, while 

the adults mostly used the same type of abbreviations.

Emoticons are substitutes for facial expressions. Approximately 300 posts per message board 

were examined. On INO, 39 posts out of 300 had emoticons i.e. 13 %. 20 of the posts are 

shown here. The rest can be found in Appendix A. 

64. , I'm kinda weird like that...

65. 

66. 

67.  Steve!!!...what an awesome autograph!!!... ...i can't wait to hear about 

the other one! 

68.  the both of you have so many you don't even know what you have. I thought I 

put you two on the wagon. Looks like you both fell off. 

69. I'm so glad they've (Hopefully ALL) found some one, and some even havin' some 
bahbahs. 

70. Gerard and that damned Jabba Glob! He's obssessed with it!

71. notice the word "YUM!" 

72. I was wondering that too! It'd be good fun to discuss them. 
And I read that Twitter message: wow, that makes all of them! Congrats Bobby. 

73. I got so surprised when I saw that it was a light color.
For some reason I just went "wow", I'm still not used to it though. 
But I like it 

74. yeah I saw it...looks totally schweeeeet! 

75. Oh, so does that mean that Bob told that stupid fan she is a fake?
Good for Bob 

76. Good thing: Bob and Ray both write back if you write something worth writing 

back to. Or even if you don't, if it's Ray. 

77. Maybe I'm reading too much into it, but it made me really exited for some 

reason

LOL

ROTFALMAO

LMAO

OMG

OMG

><

x)

: ]

=)

4.4 Emoticons
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The use of emoticons is common on MACCA as well. There is often more than one emoticon 

in each post. Emoticons appeared in 51 posts out of 300, i.e. 17 %. 20 of the posts are shown 

below, the rest can be found in Appendix A. 

78. yeah i got excited too. it reminded me of Green Days page “World Tour coming 
soon”. Also, when it said “My Chemical Romance has more myspace friends than you. 

Like that proves anything” i was like ROFL!! 

79. I love the new look, and asking Bob who would look better in a miniskirt out of 

him or Mikey was fun  (just for the record, he says Mikey would. )

80. Oh my god, I went to check out their website, and I sw the new site and my face 
was literally like this  ... 

81. tbh it makes me feel closer to the band, if that makes sense? 

82. all they blog about is coffee and their dogs haha. I love it. 

83. i just noticed the my chem site layout has changed. It looks great and they now 
have twitter too so they can randomly drop in and say what they want 

84. It says we crashed the site. 

85. I especially like the “My Chemical Romance: We don’t like you either” 

86. I love the more informal approach. Its now just a really cool site 

87. bob & Gerard have seemed to take a liking to posting stuff in the blogs. 
They’re hilarious.

88. That’s really cool It’s nice to hear Mikey is exploring other things.

107. Lucky Londoners! 

108. What a WONDERFUL Christmas present for those able to attend! WONDERFUL 

news! LOVE it!!! Thank so much for posting! 

109. Damn I was nearly thinking about going but then I read the wristbands will be 
given out the day after tomorrow...so that means sleeping on the streets tomorrow 

evening. Yeah, I won’t make it this time. But, good luck to all of you living 

in/near London and get a wristband! 

110. Licky Ducks!!!! 

111. Oh !!!!! I can’t for 2 reasons. I at the moment have a stinking cold & in no 
way can I sleep out tomorrow evening to get a wristband & secondly I am in 
Manchester Saturday evening at Elton John gig & would never get back in time on 

Sunday. 

112. I’m pleased for people who’ll be able to do it because when I met Paul 2 years 

ago, it was the best day of my live and it is a very good experience. 

113. If I had the money I’d take you both in a nanosecond! 

114. Still waiting for the CDs. I hope I’ll get them in time for Christmas. And 

now back to the topic! Once and for all! 

115. Ban me.... .......what have I done? 

xD

O. O xD

( :  

: ]

O. o

XD

( :

XD

( :

à
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The results suggest that emoticons are used more by adults than by teenagers, the difference 

being 4 percentage units. Moreover, adults tended to use more emoticons in each post, for 

example two or three happy faces in a row. This was not as common among the teenagers. 

Instead, the teenagers tended to use emoticons that are not standardized by the forum. Instead 

of using a colourful face that already exists on the message board, they use a non-standard 

emoticon, for example xD or :]. There were no such emoticons in the examined posts among 

the adults.

The four categories that were studied are examples of how the lack of paralanguage affects 

online writing. Their common denominator is that they are substitutes for facial expressions 

and intonation, stress, tone of voice etc. 

       The first section presented the results for the exaggerated use of punctuation. The results 

show that this feature is more popular among the teenagers than among the adults. It either 

116. but i.m suggesting that there be a thread started for ‘mog n david’..cause 

they’re beyond funny 

117. To little notice I say , can make it Sunday but not Wed night Thurs morning in 

the cue, as I;m in work 

118. Too short notice for anyone in the north of the country who has no car 
Finding out late last night, there’s no way i can get down to London by 6am 

tomorrow morning.. bugger 

119. would LOVE to make an effort Kate, but unfortunately am in work until 7pm! 

Boo! Fingers crossed i’ll be in time eh!? 

120. Good luck to Dani and Peter at the signing and to all the other boardies. 

Don’t freeze your buns off. 

121. Good luck to those who are sleeping in front of the store. If you get a 
wristband, we want pics and all the juicy details. Tell Paul we all love him and 
that we are glad he and his family are well and to have a Merry(well, British would 

be Happy) Christmas. 

122. Congrats to you both! 

123. Because he always has a product to sell us just in time for Christmas! 

124. You loved it really 

125. I didn’t feel offended. Don’t worry.

126. Bless! If only I had known but I was exhausted and on my rather late lunch 

break. Next time, I’ll look for Paul when I’m down in the centre of town and 

give him a wave. 

5. Discussion
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shows that teenagers are more likely to use this way of writing to show a reaction or an 

emotion, or it could also be something of a trend: some people exaggerate the use of 

punctuation in their writing, and as more people pick it up, it becomes more common. There 

is no such trend on MACCA, where the use of exaggerated punctuation is not a popular. If, 

however, a group of regular users were to start exaggerating the use of punctuation, it is 

possible that more users would follow their example when they notice that exaggeration of 

punctuation is accepted in online language. Such exaggeration is, however, evidently 

acceptable among the teenagers. One reason could be that many of the adolescents have had 

more contact with virtual worlds and chat groups than the adults and therefore adapt trends 

more eagerly than adults. An example is graphic conventions which is a feature that often 

occurs in virtual worlds. Exaggerated use of punctuation is, however, characteristic of teenage 

message boards.

      In the second section, exaggerated use of capitals was analysed. There is only a minor 

difference between the two message boards, with more cases on INO (one pertentage unit). 

The teenagers on INO use capitals not only in exclamations such as , but in 

posts where they want to put emphasis to something they have written. This happens a few 

times among the adults as well, but not as many. A reason for this could be the same as with 

the exaggerated use of punctuation: it is a trend that is spread among the teenagers. It could 

also be that the adults associate capitals with the rules that exist on when to capitalize, for 

example in the beginning of sentence. Teenagers have experience of using the Internet already 

from an early age, and for them it is natural to use capital letters when expressing emotions, 

such as anger or excitement. 

      The third section dealt with the analysis of the use of abbreviations. The teenagers had a 

higher frequency of use than adults in this category as well. They also used a greater variety 

of abbreviations, while the adults stuck to more traditional ones, suggesting that teenagers are 

more likely to use untraditional and new abbreviations that develop over time. Many new 

abbreviations have emerged since the beginning of Netspeak, many that are not known to the 

majority. For example,  (Do Not Want) is not included in many lists of abbreviations. 

Some abbreviations and expressions are probably also products of particular message boards 

and do not exist to the same extent on all message boards. 

       In the fourth section, the use of emoticons was analysed. Here the results differ from the 

previous three, since it was the adult message board that had the higher frequency of 

occurrence. The difference in percentage units is also the greatest in this category. Moreover, 

the type of emoticons used also differs on the message boards. On MACCA, the adults use 

Merry Christmas

dnw
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standard emoticons that already exist on the message board and can easily be added to the 

post without having to use any codes. On INO, however, many users have included emoticons 

that are not standard on the message board, such as xD or :]. None of these are found among 

the adults. 

     Why emoticons are so popular among the adults compared to other features of Netspeak is 

interesting to speculate on. First of all, emoticons are probably what many people first and 

foremost associate with online conversations, even if the use of emoticons, as the case is on 

INO, does not always count as Netspeak. Perhaps this is because they do not affect the 

writing. Most message boards have the option of adding standard emoticons in posts. It is 

therefore a very simple function that does not require much practice. The standard emoticons 

are also in many cases very simple to interpret, and a deeper understanding for the meaning is 

not necessary, which is not the case with for example abbreviations. Also, the use of 

emoticons does not affect the regular way of writing, which is likely to be the case with 

exaggerated use of capitals and punctuation, such as graphic conventions. 

     Another interesting aspect of the results is that the adults tend to use several emoticons in a 

row, expressing many emotions at the same time. This is very rare among the teenagers. This 

is an interesting area for further studies, and one can only speculate on the reasons. It might 

be that while teenagers adapt a wider range of Netspeak features, adults primarily adapt one 

feature and use it more. In other words, the different features of Netspeak are more spread out 

among teenagers. Perhaps this is because adults stick to the traditional writing rules 

concerning for example punctuation and capitalization, while teenagers are more aware of the 

fact that writing on the Internet does not always require the writer to stick to regular rules. 

Emoticons do not require the user to change their way of writing. Young people also have a 

tendency to more easily acquire new trends. 

       Notable is also the fact that INO does not encourage Netspeak, while MACCA has no 

rules concerning language. It is possible that the frequency occurrence of some features would 

be higher if this rule did not exist. It is, however, interesting to see that many features of 

Netspeak are indeed used on INO despite of these rules. This could be due to the fact that 

certain features of Netspeak, for example emoticons, are not considered to make the posts 

difficult to understand. The term Netspeak in this case most likely refers to language that is 

almost entirely based on abbreviations instead of only specific terms, and these posts are not 

common on INO.
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The aim of this paper has been to find out if there are differences in the ways teenage and 

adult users of message boards use certain features of Netspeak. The analysis was based on 

ways to express paralanguage in written conversation among teenagers and adults.

      The results show that teenagers are more likely to use features of Netspeak that include 

exaggerated use of punctuation and capitals, and abbreviations. Emoticons are, however, used 

more by adults. In all, there were notable differences in every category, even if they were not 

great. 

      This study could be developed by using a larger number of posts in each category to make 

the results more reliable and representative. The categories could also be expanded to include 

more differences in other aspects of vocabulary. Studies of differences in sentence structure 

and grammar could also be investigated. Another area of investigation would be the use of 

emoticons. This study demonstrated that adults use more emoticons than teenagers in the 

posts that were examined. An interesting essay topic would be to find out the reason why. 

6. Summary and conclusion
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The additional 19 posts of emoticons from section 4.4 from INO.

The additional 31 posts from the MACCA message board.

Appendix A

89. that poor poor dog! 

90. Oh, I get it now thanks.

91. if this isn't major enough for it's own topic, feel free to do your worst mods 

92. I just ordered it. 

93. I Pre-Ordered From Forbidden Planet And It STILL Hasn't Arrived 

94. Did you see the last post from Gerard about a photo from Bob ? 

95. I'm off to eat diner, I'll be back! 

96. I am offically in love with Llamacat! 

97. hmph.....I think this one may last longer than Bri's 

98. lazy-bums. 

99. YES! that's always fun 

YAY I LOVE IT! 

100. Hi and Welcome to INO! my name is Amber, feel free to add/pm me whenever you 
like! Have Fun Here! 

101. Ello, welcome to INO. My name is Brittnie, but, you can call me Britt. If you 
want, you can pm me any time. Have fun. 

102. Hi and welcome to INO!  Hope you have fun..

102. I've seen threads saying 'Rate The Theme' and I'm like wtf? 

103. Ello, Im such a n00b  save me

104. ^Yes you can, I just checked 

105. Why it got so quiet? 

106. Tara goes on here too!?!?

127. Yeah, wish I could be there too. Well, good luck for those of you who are 

going! 

128. Anyway, my university institute is just *minutes* away from Oxford St!!! 

129. Since I won't be jumping "the pond" to see Paul.............would someone 
please ask him (on my behalf) when he plans to do a proper tour for us eager and 

patient fans?? Thanks!

x]

:  (

x DD

O. O

xDD

=]

=]

( :

XD

D:
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130. Thinking back on it, I  regret not going. I should've just bit the 
bullet and shelled out the cash back then, since none of us know if he'll ever tour 

again. The economy is funky right now and Paul's not getting any younger... 

131. I'm going 

132. Excess is out the working class hero is in. 

133. It is the world economic crisis that Paul isn't gonna tour (I think so). 

134. You will never get into That London , this time of year 

135. Hello!  Wellcome to the board!  Post here eveyday! 

136. Welcome Jed!!  Very cool that you were able to meet Paul!! Feel free to 

provide more details! 

137. Welcome to the Board!...... 

138. Yes! Let It Be and Shea. Perhaps a well-compiled best of set of their live 
concerts 63-66. Beyond that, a compilation of every promotional film/video they 

made.  

139. Those two, along with Rockshow, would be the top choices on my list 

140. I'm all for an Anthology 4 as well! 
I also think the Shea Stadium concert and any other Beatles concerts would be great 

to see on an official DVD 

141. The Beatles Anthology on Blu-ray. 

142. Love it. Yes, that should be mastered to DVD and released also. 

143. Please do not post or advertise direct links to unauthorized copies of 

performances, download/Bootleg sites. Thank you 

144. I REALLY enjoy listening to those messages, especially when they became all 
story - like and crazy (munching on a rare cheese) The coolest Beatle stuff ever! 

145. Thanks for the links! I'd never heard  of them before, so it was quite a 

treat! 

146. I think I'm now ready for Christmas! It's good to have all those links in 

one thread. 

147. thanks for posting all of them. 

i love listening to them all laugh together. 

148. Yes, thanks for posting Mark.....so nice of you! I'm looking forward to 
playing them often when I need some Holiday cheer Beatle style! Merry Christmas to 

you too 

150. Thanks for posting these! Now I know where to come when I need a little 
Christmas cheer

151. About the Christmas tree pic--I like how George is posing as though he were a 

gift under the tree. I'm sure George-lovers wouldn't mind!

r e al l y

al l
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152. Wow what a great idea Thanks for putting these all together..they are so 

much fun Merry Christmas to you 

153. All this is so fab, in the mood for Figgy Pudding Time now!! many thanks 

154. When John did Imagine people lit lighers..and cell phones lights  and really 
cheered and flashed peace signs. It was wonderful.

155. but you'll get to dance up close and personal with the Beatles 

156. They are coming to my town next March, going to try to get tickets Hope 

everything works out 

157. I went to see them a few months ago. They are FANTASTIC! You're sure to have a 

great time 

158. Ok guys, for those who have wristbands, enjoy your 18 seconds with Paul. 
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Here are the meanings of the abbreviations in section 4.3. 

Brb = Be Right Back

Dnw = Do Not Want

Idk = I Don’t Know

Ily = I Love You

Ily2 bb = I Love You Too Baby

Irl = In Real Life

Lmao = Laughing My Ass Off

Lmfao = Lauging My Fucking Ass Off

Lol = Laughing Out Loud

Omfg = Oh My Fucking God

Omg = Oh My God

Plz = Please

Rofl = Rolling On Floor Laughing

ROTFALMAO = Rolling On The Floor And Laughing My Ass Off

Tbh = To Be Honest

Wtf = What The Fuck

Appendix B
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